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Introduction

In addition to planning turns, a dialogue management
system must interface with the other party to the dialogue.
Just as one can use Prolog for I/O as well as for deduction,
we can use APE for these purposes. This technical note
contains two examples of APE use.  One shows a loop used
to allow multiple students to use the system during one
invocation of APE, including the possibility of startup
and/or shutdown code for each student. The second
example shows a method of connecting to an input-
handling coroutine. It identifies the type of the input
according to user-specified criteria and invokes an
appropriate operator. In addition to providing examples of
frequently-needed code, the examples provide models of
loops and case handling that may be useful in other
circumstances.

Naming Convention

Although APE puts no restriction on relation names, the
following naming convention is used in the examples
below to clarify the exposition. Relations starting with w-
are “working storage,” i.e. facts added to the transient
knowledge base to maintain state between turns. Relations
starting with p- or with no prefix represent rhetorical
knowledge and domain knowledge, respectively, in the
permanent knowledge base. Names starting with e-
represent external relations. Relations starting with i- are
used to convey information from the user, i.e. they are
added to the knowledge base by the user interface.

Communicating with Other Agents

APE communicates with other processes via the transient
knowledge base. Functions are provided for other
processes to read and write facts in the knowledge base.

This section contains two examples illustrating how
various features of APE can be used to accomplish
programming tasks often required of a dialogue manager.
Taken as a group, these examples also show that APE

contains the capabilities—sequence, selection and
iteration—considered by Dijkstra (1972) to be the
essentials of a programming language.

In this section we give two examples illustrating
communication with a human user. Operators A1 and A2
of Figure 1 show high-level operators for a tutoring system,
a kiosk system, or a similar application where multiple
users might use the system during one session. The
multiple subgoals in operator A1 are executed in sequence.
As we will show in more detail in the next example, the
combination of the fact-checking goal in operator A2 and
the assert/retry combination implement a loop with an exit
condition. Each user signs off by performing the GUI
action required to send the exit signal to the knowledge
base. Thus, although the system starts the conversation
(did-beginning-of-session is expected to display an
opening screen), either party can take the initiative from
then on.

The second example, in operators B1 through B3,
demonstrates one way to handle input without knowing its
type in advance. Operator B1, the main loop, controls the
fact that the human user and the system alternate turns.
When exit is returned, whether from a GUI or a from a
text-based interface, the operator terminates and execution
resumes with the previous operator on the stack, perhaps a
operator that generates a “good-bye” message. Otherwise,
the retry-at clause causes the stack to be popped through
the first 〈END〉 marker which makes its argument false. It
then restores that 〈END〉 marker’s original goal. However,
e-current-goal-pred-is is a system relation that checks to
see whether an operator satisfying the goal in question is
currently being executed, i.e. that goal is in the first 〈END〉
marker to be encountered. So operator B1 is an idiom for
implementing iteration: it pops the remainder of its own
apparatus, i.e. the 〈END〉 marker, then restores the same
goal for another iteration until the human user wants to exit
the loop. Operator A2 accomplishes the same goal through
the use of a :hiercx clause.

If the user does not signal exit, the goal did-get-datum is
satisfied by operator B2. This operator unlocks the
keyboard, thus returning control to the human user. When
the user returns control, e.g. by hitting the enter key, the
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system goal ipe-did-process-input is automatically pushed
on the stack. This goal can be satisfied by a variety of
operators, one for each possible input type. Instead of a flat
set of operators, for programming convenience we have
used a hierarchical set of operators for this purpose.
Operator B3 is one such operator, which accepts all menu-
based and graphical input. Additional operators are used to
break out individual input types.

The above examples show how text, menu-based and
graphical input can be handled via the knowledge base.
With regard to output, the example below contains text
output generated directly from the planner as character
strings. In a full-fledged system, text output could also be
sent to a text realization component whose interface is an
external relation. Additionally, both text and graphical
output could be sent to a GUI via an external relation.
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Operator A1:
(def-operator do-session
  :goal (did-session)
  :precond ()
  :recipe  ((goal (did-beginning-of-session))
            (goal (did-all-students))
            (goal (did-end-of-session)))
  :hiercx  ())

Operator A2:
(def-operator do-all-students
  :goal (did-all-students)
  :precond ()
  :recipe  ((goal (did-one-student))
            (fact (not (i-input-type-is exit)))
            (retry-at (w-on-stack did-all-students)))
  :hiercx  ((assert (w-on-stack did-all-students))))

Operator B1:
(def-operator get-data-loop
  :goal (did-get-data)
  :precond ()
  :recipe  ((goal (did-get-datum))
            (fact (not (i-input-type-is exit)))
            (retry-at (e-current-goal-pred-is did-get-data)))
  :hiercx  ())

Operator B2:
(def-operator get-datum
  :goal (did-get-datum)
  :precond ()
  :recipe  ((prim-interactive (unlock-keyboard)))
  :hiercx  ())

Operator B3:
(def-operator student-input-from-GUI
  :goal (ipe-did-process-input)
  :precond ((i-input-type-is ?type)
            (p-type-relation ?type graphical))
  :recipe  ((goal (did-process-graphics-top)))
  :hiercx  ())

Figure 1: Sample high-level operators


